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This book examines Islam and women’s everyday life, focusing in particular on the highly controversial issue of polygamy. It discusses the competing interpretations of the Qur’anic verses that are at the heart of Muslim controversies over polygamy, with some groups believing that Islam enshrines polygamy as a male right, others seeing it as permitted but discouraged in favour of monogamy, and other groups arguing that Islam implicitly prohibits polygamy. Based on detailed fieldwork conducted in Indonesia, it provides an empirically-based account of women’s lived experiences in polygamous marriages, describing the different perceptions of the practice and strategies in dealing with it. It also considers the impact of changing public policy, in particular Indonesia’s 1974 Marriage Law which restricted the practice of polygamy. It shows that, in fact, this law has not resulted in widespread adherence, and considers how public policy could be modified to increase its effectiveness in affecting behaviour in everyday life. Overall, the book argues that polygamy has been a source of injustice towards women and children, that this is against Islamic teaching, and that a just Islamic law would need to call for the abolition of polygamy.    

       About the Author
   
State Islamic University (UIN), Bandung, Indonesia
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Wikis: The Educator's Power ToolLinworth Publishing, 2010

	Wikis can be one of the most effective learning tools for today's teachers—if they're used correctly and appropriately. In many cases, educators have not been using this powerful Web 2.0-based tool to its complete potential. In today's demanding, fast-paced education environment, educators need to take full advantage of the...
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Test-Driven Java Development - Second Edition: Invoke TDD principles for end-to-end application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will teach the concepts of test driven development in Java so you can build clean, maintainable and robust code

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the most popular TDD tools and frameworks and become more proficient in building applications
	
			Create applications with better code...
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Hands-On Data Visualization with Bokeh: Interactive web plotting for Python using BokehPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to create interactive and visually aesthetic plots using the Bokeh package in Python 

	
		Key Features

		
			A step by step approach to creating interactive plots with Bokeh
	
			Go from nstallation all the way to deploying your very own Bokeh application
	
			Work...
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Handbook of Research on Solar Energy Systems and TechnologiesIGI Global, 2012

	The last ten years have seen rapid advances in nanoscience and nanotechnology, allowing unprecedented manipulation of nanoscale structures controlling solar capture, conversion, and storage.


	Filled with cutting-edge solar energy research and reference materials, the Handbook of Research on Solar Energy Systems and...
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Murach's HTML5 and CSS3Mike Murach & Associates, 2011

	Note: There is a newer edition of this book


	HTML5 and CSS3 (the latest standards for HTML and cascading style sheets) are packed with coding options that make it easier than ever to create web pages with the features users want today, from an up-to-date look and feel...to immediate validation of user entries...to audio and video...
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MATLAB and C Programming for Trefftz Finite Element MethodsCRC Press, 2008

	Although the Trefftz finite element method (FEM) has become a powerful computational tool in the analysis of plane elasticity, thin and thick plate bending, Poisson’s equation, heat conduction, and piezoelectric materials, there are few books that offer a comprehensive computer programming treatment of the subject. Collecting results...
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